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Part IV

Execution on Multiple Cores
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Example: Star Joins

Task: run parallel instances of the query (↗ introduction)

SELECT SUM(lo_revenue)

FROM

dimension

part, lineorder
fact table

WHERE p_partkey = lo_partkey

AND p_category <= 5

1

σ

part

lineorder

To implement 1 use either

a hash join or

an index nested loops join.
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Execution on “Independent” CPU Cores

Co-run independent instances on different CPU cores.

0 %20 %40 %60 %

performance degradation

HJ alone

HJ + HJ

HJ + INLJ

INLJ alone

INLJ + HJ

INLJ + INLJ

Concurrent queries may seriously affect each other’s performance.
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Shared Caches

In Intel Core 2 Quad systems, two cores share an L2 Cache:

main memory

L2 Cache L2 Cache

L1 Cache L1 Cache L1 Cache L1 Cache

CPU CPU CPU CPU

What we saw was cache pollution.

→ How can we avoid this cache pollution?
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Cache Sensitivity

Dependence on cache sizes for some TPC-H queries:

1.4 Our Contributions
The contributions of our work are three-fold. First, we

have identified the cache conflict problem of running a DBMS
in multi-core processors. We have also shown that techni-
cal challenges to address this problem are beyond the ability
scope of the DBMS itself. Second, we have made a strong
case for a collaboration between the DBMS and the OS to
achieve the goal of minimizing cache conflicts. We have de-
signed and implemented MCC-DB that effectively breaks the
performance bottleneck in the shared LLC. Finally, we have
evaluated MCC-DB on a modified PostgreSQL and a mod-
ified Linux kernel, and have shown that MCC-DB can re-
duce query execution times by up to 33% for warehouse-style
queries. To our best knowledge, MCC-DB is the first multi-
core cache optimized DBMS system with a well documented
design and performance evaluation. We believe that this hy-
brid system framework can be easily adopted to both com-
mercial and open source databases in practice.

The rest part of this paper is organized as follows. Section
2 discusses the cache conflict problem. Section 3 introduces
our MCC-DB framework. Section 4 presents how to deter-
mine query locality. Section 5 describes MCC-DB without
OS support, while section 6 describes MCC-DB with cache
partitioning support of the OS. Performance evaluation is in
section 7. Section 8 presents related work. We conclude this
paper in the last section.

2. CACHE CONFLICTS ON MULTI-CORES
Increasing the number of processing cores can improve the

inter-query parallelism for DBMS transactions. However,
the limited cache space would be shared by more concur-
rent query executions, which can lead to unnecessary cache
conflicts and cause undesired performance degradations. In
essence, the cache conflict occurs due to three reasons.

1. Different query executions can have very different data
locality strengths, which determine how much a query
can benefit from the allocated cache space.

2. The simple LRU-based cache replacement policy used
in LLC does not consider how a query can really ben-
efit from the cache but only considers how to satisfy a
query’s cache capacity demand.

3. A query execution process has its private data struc-
tures that need to be frequently accessed. However,
such data structures can be replaced by one-time ac-
cessed data structures (weak locality), or by other sim-
ilar data structures due to limited cache capacity.

In order to well understand the problem, we first show the
diverse locality strengths of DBMS queries, then we discuss
the drawback of LRU-based cache replacement in the LLC.

2.1 Diverse Cache Localities of Warehouse-style
Database Queries

In this section, we use TPC-H queries (1GB data set) as
examples of warehouse-style queries to demonstrate the exis-
tence of different locality strengths across various query ex-
ecutions. Our experimental system is a DELL PowerEdge
1900 server, which has two Intel Core2Quad Xeon X5355
2.66GHz CPUs, 16GB FB-DIMM memory, and five 146GB
15,000 RPM SCSI disks. Each Xeon processor has four cores,
and every two cores share a 4MB L2 cache (the LLC). We

Figure 2: The performance of TPC-H queries when
shrinking the L2 cache size.

use RedHat Enterprise Linux Server 5 with the Linux ker-
nel 2.6.20 and EXT3 file system. The DBMS used in our
experiments is the PostgreSQL 8.3.0.

In order to examine how the cache size affects query ex-
ecution performance, we use MCC-DB’s cache partitioning
mechanism (more details in Section 6) to alter the available
L2 cache space allocation for each query execution and ex-
amine the changes of its performance correspondingly. In our
experiments, the allocated L2 cache size is varied from 4MB
to 512KB in the descending order. We measured the perfor-
mance by two metrics, the L2 cache miss rate and the Cycles
Per Instruction (CPI), 3 as shown in Figure 2. The figure
does not show the queries with too short execution times and
Query 9, which has a CPI of 9.66 to 11.83 and a L2 miss rate
of 38.8% to 49.3%.

As shown in Figures 2 (a) and (b), we can find that there
is a strong correlation between the CPI (execution time) of
a query execution and the corresponding L2 cache miss rate.
This indicates that the L2 cache plays a key role in determin-
ing the query execution performance. We can also see that
different query executions show diverse behaviors when we
change the available cache size. We can generally classify the
queries into two groups:

(1) Cache-sensitive queries (Q5, Q8, and Q9) – their
execution times (CPI) are significantly affected by the size
of the allocated L2 cache space. The three queries are all
dominated by multi-way hash joins.

(2) Cache-insensitive queries (Q1, Q18, Q20, and Q21)
– their execution times do not change when we reduce the
cache space. Among them, Q1 is dominated by a sequential
table scan, Q18 is dominated by hash joins, and Q20 and Q21
are dominated by nested sub-query executions.

In essence, cache sensitivity of a query is determined by its
locality strength. Depending on the data access patterns of
operators for evaluating these queries, the queries have the
following three types of locality strengths:

(1) Strong locality – a query has a frequently-reused data
structure whose size is very small compared to the cache size.
Common query types are hash aggregation on a sequential
table scan (e.g. Q1) and hash join with small hash tables (e.g.
Q18). A strong-locality query is cache insensitive as long as
the cache space allocated to it can hold its frequently-reused
data structure. It has the least performance impact on its
co-runners, but it can be affected by the co-runners.

(2) Moderate locality – a query has a frequently-reused

3We use the perfmon tool to examine hardware counters
(available at: http://perfmon2.sourceforge.net/).

Some queries are more sensitive to cache sizes than others.

cache sensitive: hash joins

cache insensitive: index nested loops joins; hash joins with very

small or very large hash table
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Locality Strength

This behavior is related to the locality strength of execution plans:

Strong Locality

small data structure; reused very frequently

e.g., small hash table

Moderate Locality

frequently reused data structure; data structure ≈ cache size

e.g., moderate-sized hash table

Weak Locality

data not reused frequently or data structure � cache size

e.g., large hash table; index lookups
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Execution Plan Characteristics

Locality effects how caches are used:

strong moderate weak

amount of cache used

cache pollution

small large large

amount of cache needed small large small

Plans with weak locality have most severe impact on co-running queries.

Impact of co-runner on query:

strong moderate weak

strong low moderate high

moderate moderate high high

weak low low low
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Experiments: Locality Strength

4.2.1 Experiments
In order to understand locality strengths and related cache

conflicts of hash join and index join, we use SSB-based syn-
thetic queries to characterize them. These queries involve
only a 2-way join and have no GROUP BY. They have the
following forms:

select sum(LO REVENUE) from PART, LINEORDER
where P PARTKEY = LO PARTKEY
and ((P CATEGORY = ?) or (P CATEGORY = ?) or ...)

We select these queries because a very common pattern
we can see in SSB queries is a join between the PART ta-
ble and the LINEORDER table and then a sum function on
the LO REVENUE column. The selection condition on the
PART table is the logical disjunction of multiple expressions
on the P CATEGORY column. Each expression is a compar-
ison between the column and a constant value, for example
P CATEGORY =′ MGFR#11′. By statistics, this column
has 25 unique values, and each value is corresponding to a
similar number of tuples. Therefore, each expression has an
approximate selectivity of 4%. According to the number of
expressions, we name these queries as PLQ1, ..., and PLQ25.

When using hash join to execute each query, the hash table
is built on the tuples of the PART table. In this experiment,
we use a 2GB and a 4GB SSB data set. For the scale of 2GB,
the hash table size for a single expression is about 392KB. By
increasing the number of expressions in the disjunction clause
from 1 to 25, the hash table size can increase from 392KB to
9.28MB. For the scale of 4GB, the size can further increase
to 18.6MB. When using index join to execute each query, the
PART table is the outer relation that drives index scans on
the LINEORDER table. In this experiment, we examine two
index scan methods: the traditional B+-tree index scan and
the bitmap index scan.

We examine three combinations for the queries: (1) co-
running two hash joins (hash/hash), (2) co-running two index
joins (index/index), and (3) co-running a hash join and an
index join (hash/index). For hash/hash and index/index, we
run two instances of the same query. For hash/index, we first
select query PLQ25, which has the longest execution times for
both hash join and index join, as a common co-runner. Then
for each target query under examination, we run it together
with query PLQ25. In this way, we can ensure that the target
query would not finish earlier than query PLQ25, and the
target query is constantly under the pressure of query PLQ25

during the execution.
We use the execution time of running a target query alone

as the baseline case. Then we run two queries using the afore-
said three combinations to measure the performance degrada-
tions, relative to the baseline cases. Figure 4 shows the results
(we report representative queries considering the graph size).
In this figure, the X-axis values are the hash table sizes of hash
joins for the queries, in the ascending order. For brevity, we
merge experimental results for two data-set configurations in
the same figure. In particular, the queries with hash tables no
larger than 8.9MB are from the 2GB data-set configuration,
and the rest queries are from the 4GB data-set configura-
tion. The Y-axis is the performance degradation relative to
the baseline cases. We made observations as follows. (1)
An index join, using index scan or bitmap index scan, only
has small and stable performance degradations, no matter
whether it co-runs with a hash join or an index join. (2) An
index join can affect its hash join co-runner with a hash ta-
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Figure 4: Performance degradations when co-running
hash join and index join.

ble smaller than 12.3MB more significantly than a hash join.
(3) When the hash table size is no larger than 1.1MB, two
hash joins have slight interference with each other. (4) When
the hash table size is between 1.1MB and 12.3MB, the perfor-
mance degradations of hash joins caused by a co-running hash
join are high (>10%). Even higher performance degradations
(over 50%) can be found when the co-runner is an index join.
(5) When the hash table sizes are larger than 12.3MB, the
performance degradations of hash joins are similar to that of
index joins.

4.2.2 Identifying Operator Locality Strengths
Our experiments provide us with a basis to distinguish lo-

cality strengths of the two operators. First, according to our
analysis, index joins have weak localities. Our results confirm
the observations in paper [33] which shows that index joins
with B+-trees or even cache-conscious CSB+-trees [27] suffer
from significant cache thrashing and miss penalty. Second,
the locality strengths of hash joins are dependent on their
hash table sizes (S) and cache sizes (C). Motivated by the
test results, we adopt the following rules to quantitatively
identify the locality strength of a hash join, and classify hash
joins into three categories:

1. If S < C
3

(1.33MB), the hash join has strong locality.

2. If C
3
6 S < 3C, the hash join has moderate locality.

3. If S > 3C (12MB), the hash join has weak locality.

Although intuitively two co-running hash joins both with a
hash table smaller than C

2
should not cause cache contention,

our experiment shows that their performance degradations
are more than 20%. This is because, in practice, other compo-
nents in the database may consume a small amount of cache
as well. Therefore, we add a small slack and use C

3
and 3C

as boundaries to identify the locality strength of a hash join.
Our experiments show that this setting performs pleasantly
well in practice.

Table 1 summarizes performance degradations due to cache
conflicts. There are mostly two kinds of cache conflict de-
grading performance: (1) capacity contention: two moderate-
locality hash joins suffer cache conflict misses due to lim-
ited cache space. (2) cache pollution: an index join or a
weak-locality hash join pollutes the LLC so that a strong-
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Locality-Aware Scheduling

An optimizer could use knowledge about localities to schedule queries.

Estimate locality during query analysis.

Index nested loops join → weak locality

Hash join:

hash table� cache size → strong locality

hash table ≈ cache size → moderate locality

hash table� cache size → weak locality

Co-schedule queries to minimize (the impact of) cache pollution.

� Which queries should be co-scheduled, which ones not?

Only run weak-locality queries next to weak-locality queries.

→ They cause high pollution, but are not affected by pollution.

Try to co-schedule queries with small hash tables.
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Experiments: Locality-Aware Scheduling

PostgreSQL; 4 queries (different p_categorys); for each query: 2× hash

join plan, 2× INLJ plan; impact reported for hash joins:
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Cache Pollution

Weak-locality plans cause cache pollution, because they use much cache

space even though they do not strictly need it.

By partitioning the cache we could reduce pollution with little impact on

the weak-locality plan.

moderate-locality plan weak-locality plan

shared cache

But:

Cache allocation controlled by hardware.
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Cache Organization

Remember how caches are organized:

The physical address of a memory block determines the cache set

into which it could be loaded.

byte address

block address

tag set index offset

Thus,

We can influence hardware behavior by the choice of physical

memory allocation.
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Page Coloring

The address↔ cache set relationship inspired the idea of page colors.

Each memory page is assigned a color.5

Pages that map to the same cache sets get the same color.

cache set

memory page

cache

memory

�How many colors are there in a typical system?

5Memory is organized in pages. A typical page size is 4 kB.
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Page Coloring

By using memory only of certain colors, we can effectively restrict

the cache region that a query plan uses.

Note that

Applications (usually) have no control over physical memory.

Memory allocation and virtual↔ physical mapping are handled by

the operating system.

We need OS support to achieve our desired cache partitioning.
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MCC-DB: Kernel-Assisted Cache Sharing

MCC-DB (“Minimizing Cache Conflicts”):

Modified Linux 2.6.20 kernel

Support for 32 page colors (4 MB L2 Cache: 128 kB per color)

Color specification file for each process (may be modified by

application at any time)

Modified instance of PostgreSQL

Four colors for regular buffer pool

� Implications on buffer pool size (16 GB main memory)?

For strong- and moderate-locality queries, allocate colors as

needed (i.e., as estimated by query optimizer)
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Experiments

Moderate-locality hash join and weak-locality co-runner (INLJ):
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Experiments

Moderate-locality hash join and weak-locality co-runner (INLJ):
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Experiments: MCC-DB

PostgreSQL; 4 queries (different p_categorys); for each query: 2× hash

join plan, 2× INLJ plan; impact reported for hash joins:
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Caches and Shared Memory

We saw before local caches on top of a shared memory:

CPU CPU

cache cache

shared main memory x = 4x = 42

read x (4)

x = 4

read x (4)

x = 4

x := 42 (42)

x = 42

read x (4)  

x = 4

Challenge: Ensure cache coherency during parallel data access.

→ Cache coherence protocol
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Cache Coherence Protocol—Snooping-Based

Machine Model:

CPU CPU

cache cache

shared main memory

shared bus

Idea:

Caches can see each others’ interactions with main memory.

Keep track of shared data items in caches.
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Cache Coherence Protocol—Snooping-Based

Writes invalidate all copies of a data item:

Activity Bus Cache A Cache B Memory

x = 4

A reads x cache miss for x x = 4 x = 4

B reads x cache miss for x x = 4 x = 4 x = 4

A reads x – (cache hit) x = 4 x = 4 x = 4

B writes x invalidate x ///////x = 4 x = 42 x = 46

A reads x cache miss for x x = 42 x = 42 x = 42

After invalidation, a cache will re-fetch data item upon a read.

Since the bus is shared, other caches may answer “cache miss”

messages (; necessary for write-back caches).

6With write-through caches, memory will be updated immediately.
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Cache Coherence Protocol—Snooping-Based

Remember the ‘status’ field in the CPU cache (↗ slide 31)?

→ Track cache line status according to bus messages.

Invalid

Modified Shared

invalidate

write
m

iss

CPU
read

m
iss; put read

m
iss on

bus
CPU

writ
e

m
iss

; put writ
e

m
iss

on
bus

writ
e

m
iss

;

writ
e

back
block

CPU read miss; write back data

put read miss on bus

read miss; write back data

CPU write; put invalidate on bus

CPU write miss; put write miss on bus

bus events
CPU events
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Cache Coherence Protocol—MESI

Actual implementations use extensions of this “MSI” protocol:

M Modified—cache (exclusively) holds a modified copy

E Exclusive—no other cache has a copy of this item

→ can do writes without asking

S Shared—cache holds a valid copy of the item, but others might

have one, too

I Invalid—contents of cache line are invalid

AMD Opteron implements the “MOESI” protocol:

O Owned—shared item, but out of date in memory

In MESI, CPU must do a write to memory during E→ S.
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Scaling Up

E.g., Intel Xeon E7-8880 v3:

2.3 GHz clock rate

18 cores per chip (36 threads)

Up to 8 processors per system

Back-of-the-envelope calculation:

1 byte per cycle per core → 331 GB/s

Data-intensive applications might demand much more!

Shared memory bus?

Modern bus standards can deliver at most a few ten GB/s.

Switching very high bandwidths is a challenge.
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Distributed Shared Memory

Idea: Distribute memory

→ Attach to individual compute nodes

CPUCPU

CPUCPU

interconnect

memorymemory

memorymemory
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Example: 8-Way Intel Nehalem-EX

CPU

CPU

CPU

CPU

CPU

CPU

CPU

CPU

MEM

MEM

MEM

MEM

MEM

MEM

MEM

MEM

I/O

I/O

I/O

I/O

Intel QuickPath Interconnect: Point-to-point links between chips
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NUMA—Non-Uniform Memory Access

� Distribution makes memory access locality-sensitive.

→ Non-Uniform Memory Access (NUMA)
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Figure 1: Interconnect topologies for four Intel servers. Blue bars represent memory DIMMs, orange blocks
are processors, and pipes are data interconnects. See Section 2 for details.

another approach that achieves equivalent results (multiple
threads access data that are provided by other threads).

The contributions of this paper are three-fold:

• We demonstrate the importance of revising database al-
gorithms to take into consideration the non-uniform mem-
ory access (NUMA) characteristics of multi-socket systems
having multiple cores.

• We focus on shuffling, a primitive that is used in a vari-
ety of important data management algorithms. We show
that a näıve algorithm can be up to 3 times slower than
a NUMA-aware one that exploits thread binding, NUMA-
aware memory allocation, and thread coordination. This
optimized data shuffling primitive can speed up a state-of-
the-art join algorithm by 8%.

• We show the potential of thread migration instead of data
shuffling for highly asymmetric hardware configurations.
In particular, we show that if the working state of threads
is not large, migrating a thread (moving the computation
to the data) can be up to 2× faster than data shuffling
(moving the data to the computation). We show that
thread migration can speed up parallel aggregation algo-
rithms by up to 25%.

The rest of the document is structured as follows. Section 2
discusses the new breed of NUMA systems. The problem
of data shuffling in NUMA environments is described in
Section 3. Section 4 presents a performance comparison of
various data shuffling algorithms. We discuss related work
in Section 5 and our conclusions in Section 6.

2. NUMA: HARDWARE & OS SUPPORT
Even the most cost-effective database servers today con-

sist of more than one processor socket (e.g., two sockets
for the Facebook Open Compute Platform [21]). Today’s
commercial mid-range and enterprise class servers may con-
tain up to eight processor sockets. Moreover, each socket
accommodates up to ten CPU cores, along with several
memory DIMM modules that are attached to the socket
through different memory channels. An interconnect net-
work among the sockets allows each core to access non-local
memory and maintains the coherency of all caches and mem-
ories. Figure 1 shows different configurations for Intel-based
servers. Though NUMA architectures have been around for
more than two decades, today’s multi-socket processors and
point-to-point interconnect networks (as opposed to shared
buses) make designing high-bandwidth, low-latency solutions
more challenging than ever before. Threads running on dif-
ferent cores but within the same socket have (near-) uni-
form memory access, whereas access to off-socket memory is

Socket 2
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Socket 0

M
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Socket 1

M
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Figure 2: Data access pattern in a 4-socket configu-
ration with 4 QPI links.

slower due to the latencies incurred by the interconnect net-
work. Contention caused by other traffic on the interconnect
can further increase latencies of remote accesses.

Example: 4-socket system with 4 QPI links. Consider
the 4-Socket (b) configuration shown in Figure 1. This
topology is used in a fully populated IBM X Series x3850 X5
system. It contains four 8-core Nehalem-EX X7560 pro-
cessors that are fully connected through six bi-directional
3.2GHz Intel QuickPath Interconnect (QPI) links.

For illustration purposes, we disconnect two QPI links by
removing the two QPI wrapper cards, thus obtaining the 4-
link interconnect depicted in Figure 2. Using socket-local
and socket-remote memory read accesses, we create four
different data flows shown in the figure. Table 1 lists the
measured bandwidth and latency for each flow. Our mea-
surements show that we need at least 12 reader threads per
socket or QPI link to achieve maximum bandwidth. Flow
1 corresponds to a read of the local memory of Socket 0.

The maximum aggregate bandwidth on one socket for this
flow was measured to be 24.7 GB/s using 12 threads and a
sequential read pattern. The latency for data-dependent ran-
dom access 1 is 340 CPU cycles (≈ 150 ns). 2 Adding a hop

1 In a data-dependent access pattern, the memory location
referenced next will be determined by the content of the
memory location that is currently being accessed.

2 The latency numbers are given for data-dependent ran-
dom accesses, where the first word of a cache line is used
to determine the next read location. The latency increases
by 5 cycles if the last word of a cache line is used instead.

bandwidth latency

1© 24.7 GB/s 150 ns

2© 10.9 GB/s 185 ns

3© 10.9 GB/s 230 ns

3©/ 4©7 5.3 GB/s 235 ns

↗ Li et al. NUMA-Aware

Algorithms: The Case of Data

Shuffling. CIDR 2013

7 3© with cross traffic along 4©.
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Sorting and NUMA

input relation

local sort local sort local sort local sort

merge

local merge
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Resulting Throughput
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NUMA and Bandwidth

Problem: Merging is bandwidth-bound.

→ Merge multiple runs (from NUMA regions) at once

(Two-way merging would be more CPU-efficient because of SIMD.)

→ Might need more instructions, but brings bandwidth and compute

into balance.

buf

buf

buf

NUMA3

buf

NUMA2

buf

buf

NUMA1

buf

NUMA0

one thread
cache-resident
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Throughput With Multi-Way Merging
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NUMA Effects in Detail

Bandwidth:

Single links have lower bandwidth than memory controllers.

CPUCPU

CPUCPU

12.8 GB/s
(bidirectional)

12.8 GB/s
(bidirectional)

memorymemory

memorymemory

25.6 GB/s25.6 GB/s

25.6 GB/s25.6 GB/s

Intel Nehalem EX

CPUCPU

CPUCPU

16 GB/s
(bidirectional)

16 GB/s
(bidirectional)

memorymemory

memorymemory

51.2 GB/s51.2 GB/s

51.2 GB/s51.2 GB/s

Intel Sandy Bridge EP
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NUMA Effects in Detail

Bandwidth:

→ Improve locality code ↔ data.

→ Use bandwidth evenly.

→ Balance bandwidth and compute load (see previous example).

Latency:

Observation: Data might be 0, 1, or more “hops” away.

However:

Cache coherency might make conclusions difficult.
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NUMA ↔ Snooping-Based Cache Coherency

Snooping-based cache coherency:

No shared bus to synchronize (and snoop).

Must

(a) broadcast coherency messages across bus and

(b) wait for responses.

(E.g., a far-away cache might hold a modified copy of a data item.)

Effect:

latency locally ≈ latency remote (!)

Problem:

Lots of broadcast traffic → poor scalability
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Snooping-Based Cache Coherency: Scalability
I.5 Performance of Scientific Applications on Shared-Memory Multiprocessors ■ I-23

Figure I.8 Data miss rates can vary in nonobvious ways as the processor count is
increased from 1 to 16. The miss rates include both coherence and capacity miss
rates. The compulsory misses in these benchmarks are all very small and are included
in the capacity misses. Most of the misses in these applications are generated by
accesses to data that are potentially shared, although in the applications with larger
miss rates (FFT and Ocean), it is the capacity misses rather than the coherence misses
that comprise the majority of the miss rate. Data are potentially shared if they are
allocated in a portion of the address space used for shared data. In all except Ocean,
the potentially shared data are heavily shared, while in Ocean only the boundaries of
the subgrids are actually shared, although the entire grid is treated as a potentially
shared data object. Of course, since the boundaries change as we increase the pro-
cessor count (for a fixed-size problem), different amounts of the grid become shared.
The anomalous increase in capacity miss rate for Ocean in moving from 1 to 2 proces-
sors arises because of conflict misses in accessing the subgrids. In all cases except
Ocean, the fraction of the cache misses caused by coherence transactions rises when
a fixed-size problem is run on an increasing number of processors. In Ocean, the
coherence misses initially fall as we add processors due to a large number of misses
that are write ownership misses to data that are potentially, but not actually, shared.
As the subgrids begin to fit in the aggregate cache (around 16 processors), this effect
lessens. The single-processor numbers include write upgrade misses, which occur in
this protocol even if the data are not actually shared, since they are in the shared
state. For all these runs, the cache size is 64 KB, two-way set associative, with 32-byte
blocks. Notice that the scale on the y-axis for each benchmark is different, so that the
behavior of the individual benchmarks can be seen clearly. 
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Example:

Scientific Applications

↗ Hennessy

Patterson, Section I.5
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Directory-Based Cache Coherency

To improve scalability:

Keep a directory that knows whether and where data copies exist in

any cache.

Broadcasts → directed messages

Typically:

Collocate directory with memories/caches.

Intuitively, keep status information (↗ slide 31) for every cache

line and every cache in the system.
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Strategies for NUMA

Idea:

Make algorithms communication-aware.

Specifically, respect NUMA topology.

Example:

Joins over data streams.
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Joins Over Data Streams:

current

window for

Stream R
wR

R

current

window for

Stream S

wS

S

1p

Task: Find all 〈r , s〉 in wR , wS that satisfy p(r , s).
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Implementation [Kang et al., ICDE 2003]

R S

p?

SR

p?

1. scan window, 2. insert new tuple, 3. invalidate old

NUMA-Aware Execution?
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CellJoin [Gedik et al., VLDBJ 2009]

R

1

S

core 0

core 1

core 2

core 3

core 4

core 5

2

3

replicate partition

S
1

R

core 0

core 1

core 2

core 3

core 4

2

3

replicatepartition
1 bandwidth bottlenecks

2 long-distance communication

3 centralized coordination and memory

→ Parallel, but not NUMA-aware.
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Handshake JoinHandshake Join



Handshake Join Idea

Handshake Join:

comparisons

window for R

window for S

input

stream R

input

stream S

Streams flow by in opposite directions

Compare tuples when they meet
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Handshake Join on Many Cores

Data flow representation → parallelization:

core 1 core 2 core 3 core 4 core 5

R

S

No bandwidth bottleneck 1 X

Communication/synchronization stays local 2 X
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Synchronization

Coordination can now be done autonomously

core 1 core 2 core 3 core 4 core 5

R

S

no more centralized coordination 3 X

Autonomous load balancing

Lock-free message queues between neighbors
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Example: AMD “Magny Cours” (48 cores)

0
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7
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Experiments (AMD Magny Cours, 2.2 GHz)
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Beyond 48 Cores. . . (FPGA-based simulation)
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